
Tree houses
activity 07

Description
In this workshop, the participants 
get inspiration from huts and tree 
houses of different cultures. Each 
participant will have the opportunity 
to design and construct their own scale 
model of a tree house from natural 
materials. They will experiment with 
structural methods of building in a 
tree, and imagine what are the special 
characteristics of living in a tree, as 
well as what it would be like to live in 
one. In the workshop, participants are 
encouraged to consider the questions 
of sustainable architecture. This 
workshop utilises hands-on learning 
and 3D model-building methods.

Key words
Model, House, Sustainability, Environ-
ment 

Curriculum
Science, Art & Design, Design & Tech-
nology, Geography

Participants
KS0/KS1/KS2/KS3/KS4/KS5

Learning outcomes
• Reflect on the minimal living require-

ments
• Understand and visualise the 

relationship between the tree 
structure and architectural elements

Required Materials
A tree branch to simulate a tree (essen-
tial), 40cms high, recycled cardboard 
(e.g. cereals boxes) to build the house,
glue, foam base, scissors and drawing 
material to sketch ideas. 
Optional: some natural/recycled ele-
ments to include in their houses (e.g. 
leaves, small branches, fabrics), balsa 
wood

Facilities
Central tables without chairs

Duration
70-90 minutes

This document is part of the ARCHIchild toolkit produced by Norwich University of the Arts and Norfolk 
Association of Architects. For the full document please visit: www.nua.ac.uk/study-at-nua/info-for-schools/



1. Introduction (3’)
Introduce the topic:
Explains the value of the lesson to 
the learner and provides motivation. 
Please see description.

2. Present the learning outcomes (2’)
Write the objectives on the white 
board and present them to the 
participants.

3. Brainstorming (5’)
Ask participants which are the key 
elements of a tree house and register 
their ideias on a board.

4. From huts to tree houses
Present some inspirational projects 
from different cultures.

4.1. Tree houses(5’)
Present some examples of tree houses 
and discuss the following aspects with 
them:
• Structure: how it stands, fixing 

points, independent or attached to 

the tree?
• Materials: structural vs finishing 

materials
• Living in a tree: characteristics and 

challenges
• The ideal tree house: type of 

activities, location, type of space
• Sustainable design: using local and 

recycled materials
• Tree as a live element: How to build 

your house without damaging the 
tree?

5.Design and build your tree house
Ask participants to:
• Fix the tree branch into the foam 
• Analyse the tree branch shape and 

find the best spot to place their 
house. 

5.1. Sketch your tree house
• Consider the five architectural 

elements to design your tree house: 
floor, walls, windows, door(s), roof

• Reflect how it would be like to live in 
your tree house, e.g. access, activity, 

views, visits
• Consider the scale and proportions of 

your tree house

5 .2. Model exercise (25’)
Based on their designs, ask the 
participants to:
• Build their own tree house using the 

recycled materials
• Decorate and detail their models: 

imagine what makes living the in a 
tree special

6. Celebration
Each participant should present their 
tree houses and explain what makes 
them special and the best place to live 
in!

7. Evaluation (3’)
Go back to the first brainstorming that 
you have created and ask participants 
if they would like to add any elements.
Considering the objectives of the 
session, please rate your learning 
outcomes from 1 to 5. 

(1. Poor, 2. Fair, 3. Good 4. Very Good 
5. Excellent)
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Observations
This activity can be adjusted 
according to a specific age group and a 
curriculum area. 
Please give your feedback and let us 
know if you would like to have any 
specific support to adjust the activity 
to your needs: archichild@nua.ac.uk.
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